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AGENDA
♦

7pm Academy Meeting

♦

8pm Chairman’s Welcome

♦

Guest Speaker
Andy Tomkins
Physiotherapist

♦

Raffle

♦

Society Business

♦

10pm Meeting Close
The November meeting will be on Monday 4th
The deadline for November Warbler is
Friday 25th October
The views expressed in this magazine are not necessarily those of the
Society or its’ Committee
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Welcome to another addition of our excellent Warbler magazine; I hope you’ve
all had an enjoyable month of officiating, mentoring, observing or simply
watching games around the grounds.
I’ve been fortunate to get to some great grounds and officiate in some great
games over the last month and whilst doing so, it got me thinking about how
we prepare for games and what we all do prior to our matches.
For me, it’s become a bit OCD with having to pack my kitbag at a certain time
beforehand, in the same room of the house, with the exact same kit placed into
the bag in the exact same way as the week before. Now you all know I’m a bit
weird anyway but this has probably just taken me to the next level…..?!!
But a more serious point to consider for any of us, whether it be on the local
Sunday morning league, Saturday afternoon on the Supply or Contributory
leagues or for those within our ranks who operate at the highest levels is: What
do we do to prepare ourselves before a game?
Do you go onto the internet or social media the night before a game and look
at the league tables to check current positions and form? Do you look back to
previous meetings between the teams and see what happened (not to prejudge but it’s good to get a ‘feel” for previous encounters), do you contact the
referee who officiated the teams the week before to see if there was anything
of ‘interest’ to consider? These are just some basic things for us all to consider
doing but if you can do just one of these things, you’re guaranteed to be more
prepared than some of your colleagues.
In turn, this will lead to improved match control, relationships with club officials
and players will be stronger and you’ll become known and well-regarded by
clubs as a safe pair of hands. Surely this is what we all strive for?
In other news, it’s also that time of the season where County Cup appointments are coming out. Anyone who’s already been appointed to or has one
coming up, congratulations – these are all important games and should be regarded as so.
Please make sure your admin is up-to-date and that you’ve let County FA
know your availability as I did see an email come out a week or so ago bemoaning the lack of availability for these fixtures and, even worse, officials
coming off games after being appointed. Let’s try and make sure we’re the
best in the county at being the most organised with our admin, we don’t want
Tim or Brian coming after us!!
I’m really looking forward to our Guest Speaker this month who’s hopefully going to tell me (and you lot as well!!) how to get the best out of our ageing bodies and to be best-prepared for our matches.
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I hope you can all come along and make the evening a success as our first two
meetings of the season have been brilliantly attended by the membership. Let’s
keep this momentum up and keep telling your friends about our society – I still
maintain referees’ have much more fun and banter than the players we officiate –
we’re not all boring!!
Don’t forget our Xmas Meal will be coming around quickly (Dec 16th) and details
will be forthcoming from our Master of Ceremonies/Chief Organiser Martin Read
in due course – keep the date free in your diaries.
If you have any ideas for the continued development of our Society, please let
me or one of the Committee members know as it’s important for you all to tell us
how we’re doing and how we can improve – without your feedback we can’t grow
and get even better!!
Enjoy your games in October, I hope the ball runs kindly for you all and I’ll see
you on October 7th at the meeting.
Cheers

Andy

•

Woking Society would like to formally extend a warm welcome to the following new members and trust that they have a long and beneficial association with us. Keith “red card Willie” Hiller, Neil Haggar, Andy Harry, Dan
Crump, Jonty Bollard, Andy Mawby, Dan Skilton, Jenny Rudrum, Harry Brogan, and Dean Banks.

•

Christmas is coming ! Only 13 weeks away at the
time of writing, But before that we have our own
Christmas Dinner and Mega Raflle, which this year
is on Monday 16th December, again at Hoebridge
Golf Centre. Martin is still in discussion with them regarding the menu but is hopeful that once again he
can keep the price down to a remarkable £25 for 4
courses. Please make a note in your diaries and bring
your wives, husbands, partners, friends, to what has
become the highlight of the Societies’ social calendar.

•

I’m trying to get hold of more hard copies of the latest Laws of the Game,
but them seem to be rarer than hen’s teeth. Meanwhile the IFAB , LOTG
App which you can download on your smart phone, tablet, pc etc is a great
tool to have when the manager/player questions your ruling.

•

Congratulations to Alan Briggs who was awarded his 25 year service award
at the recent Surrey FA Awards and to Adie Freeman who has clocked up
15 years.
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2019 Current Status

2019/20 Memberships renewed
85 Full Members
6 Friends
1 Affiliate Member
23 Referees trained in 2019/2020

General

£2,456.34

Supplies

£147.23

Belgium

£0.00

Training Fund

£219.07

Youth Fund

£113.50

Total

£2936.14

WATCH THE GOAL KICKS!
I have discovered that this season’s Law change concerning goal kicks has required a partial return to one of my old refereeing habits, long since abandoned.
When I took up the whistle more than 30 years ago the advice was to “never
take your eye off the ball”. Silly advice really, because, as we all know, the ball
never commits an offence.
Following the advice to the letter, as those of us seeking promotion were bound
to, meant that after the award of a goal kick we had to run backwards towards
the centre of the field of play, while also keeping an eye out for any players who
might get in the way of our route.
Some few years later we were advised that backward running was bad for the
Achilles tendons and should be avoided as far as possible.
In fact, it was almost certainly better to use the dead ball time provided by a goal
kick to deal with other matters: checking a watch perhaps or looking to see that
none of the relationships between players were becoming. A quiet word with an
individual sometimes seemed appropriate at this time.
By continuing this practice this season I’ve missed several quick, short goal
kicks within the penalty area. No harm has come of this yet, but I need to be
aware of the moment the ball is in play, in case, for example, there is a potential
problem with an attacking player still in the penalty area close to play.
There’s no need, of course, for the full on backward running of the past. We
can, after all, turn our heads from side to side, and there might even be a case
for a little of the “crabbing” movement we use as assistants.
Just don’t miss the moment the ball is put back into play!

Jim de Rennes
Kingston Referees’ Society
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Woking Referees Academy kicked off the season with a session on " How to talk
to players and non players calmly".
The Meeting had 5 new faces attend some with families in support gave the session refreshing and very encouraging discussion about how we talk to players
and non players during a game of football.
This was genuinely one the best academy session in recent memory and that
was not just because of the higher attendance but the enthusiasm and how involved everyone got.
Following the academy I noticed many more newer faces already in room awaiting the main meeting to start .
So if you’re reading this and haven't yet attended whether your an old or new
member, new or experienced in refereeing you are all welcome.
Pat is back for the October meeting and here is his programme for the rest of the
season.
Gareth
Hi Everyone
So now that we have a few games under our belts, I have devised a plan for all
the academy meetings moving forward for the rest of the season
October – Finding the right mind set
November – Pre Match Prep
December – Christmas Meal – NO Meeting
January – Positioning & Movement – Advanced Practical
February – Preparing for Finals – Managing your Expectations
March – Assistant Refereeing – Including 4th Officials Duties - Practical
April – Seasons Experiences, learning curves and forward planning
May – Maintaining Closed Season Fitness
So this session is designed to help you prepare yourself mentally for the game
ahead, and teams you may have had and the good or bad experiences you may
have to deal with before you go to the game, come along and join in from 7pm
just before the main meeting

Pat
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Vice Chairman Colin opened the meeting and welcomed our guest speaker
Keith Hiller, aka Willie the red card Referee, and his “assistant” Neil, along with
27 members. This included eleven new members, to whom we extend a very
warm welcome.
Having explained the “not in the law books” signals for “calm down” and “no
more, Keith asked the question “ Do we know our Laws?” and then proceeded to
talk about some of the more obscure Laws of the Land including such gems as
its an offence to let your dog mate with any of the Royal Household pets, and
you’re not aloud to hang a washing line from one side of the road to the other. …
who knew? ( apparently Brian R did!)
Keith then asked whether we were all acquainted with the new Laws of the
Game and as a test asked us to stand up if we thought that if a goalie was to
throw the ball from his penalty area into the oppositions goal, would the goal
stand. Interestingly the majority stood. It was only when someone had a quick
check on the LOTG phone Ap that we were all proved wrong. It clearly states in
the Law changes under Law 10 “Goalkeeper can not score by throwing the ball
into the opponents goal.” However, the opinion was that if he goalkeeper threw
the ball in to his own net, then it would be a goal.
Keith then went on to test our knowledge of a few footballing facts. First was “
Did we know the 1966 World Cup Finals, the renowned referee Jack Taylor was
about to start a game when someone noticed that there were no corner flags.?”
Secondly “ An international game between France and Hungary, both teams
emerged wearing white strip”. Another incident was a game between Tranmere
Rovers and Morecambe, when one of the Assistant Referees had forgotten his
boots and ran the line in a very fine pair of black brogues. Keith also showed us
a photo of another world cup game from 1966 where the 3 officials all appeared
to be wearing different kit, including one linesman, as they were then, with a
white belt on his shorts. The moral of all these was “ be prepared” and don’t
forget to check such basic things as corner flags, teams’ colours and your own
and fellow officials kit before the game starts
Keith followed this with a description of how his first 3 games went back in 1975.
His first appointment was on the Hackney Marshes, where there are some hundred pitches, and he ended up on the wrong one. This was followed by a game
where the two teams apparently “hated” each other and their previous match
had been abandoned. He told the captains that he was not prepared to take any
“s...t” so they’d better behave themselves—and they did. His third was when
there were 10 seconds left on his watch, it was 2 –2 and one team had a goal
kick. Keith asked how many would have blown up to finish the game just as the
kick was taken? Most agreed they would. However Keith let play continue and
seven seconds later he awarded a team a penalty, which the goalie saved. However he then decided that the goalie had come off his line and ordered a retake
for which the team scored. Chaos ensued and he even received death threats.
Moral of the storey? Use a little common sense and end the game safely.
I’m sure we’ve all experienced a similar situation.
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Keith then had us all “dancing in the aisles”
as a reminder of the 7 direct free kick offences. Sort of YMCA dance plus the hokey
cokey. I don’t think it will ever appear on
Strictly, but you never know!
Colin thanked Keith for a very entertaining
evening and presented him with the customary bottles of wine plus complementary
membership of Woking Society.
Thanks for a great evening and hope you
made it back to Barnet safely !

Mac
Keith “ Willy Red Card” Hiller looking happy
with his bottles of wine ( I hope you gave one
to Neil, Keith)

7th October

Society Meeting - Andy Tomkins, Physiotherapist

4th November

Society Meeting - Tim Lawrence RDO

16th December

Society Christmas Dinner

6th January

Society Meeting - Steve Worsley

3rd February

Society Meeting - Tim Robinson

2nd March

Society Meeting and AGM

6th April
4th May

`

Society Meeting - TBA
Society Meeting - TBA
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Shaking Hands
I experienced something new on a game at the weekend. I was out with a referee and another assistant that I hadn’t met before and whose combined ages
were still close to 10 years below mine (No – that wasn’t the new experience…
That’s becoming all too common!).
I thought the ref had a pretty good game but there’ll always be a couple of players who think differently. One of these decided to make his feelings known after
the final whistle as we were gathering in the center of the pitch.
“Ref….Ref…I think you were poor today”. The ref decided a deaf ear was the
best policy, despite the player still coming towards us.
Thinking the ref hadn’t heard him, he repeated, louder, “Ref, You were poor today, Ref”. With no response forthcoming, he shrugged, shook hands with the
other assistant then held his hand out to the ref…who continued to blank him,
refusing to shake hands! It was a very obvious gesture and, in my opinion, uncalled for – after all, the player had not done enough to even get himself cautioned. I suggested to the ref that he shake the player’s hand but he continued
to look past the player as if he wasn’t there.
Back in the changing room, after some discussion, he agreed that ‘perhaps’ he
had overreacted. Somehow, I knew this would not be the last we heard about it
and, sure enough, about five minutes later a knock on the door heralded the arrival of the manager and his assistant. Fortunately, the manager was not a shouty,
wave-your-arms-about sort and respectfully asked what it was that is player had
done to prompt the referee’s action. He wanted to know if there was something
that he needed to deal with his player about.
At which point the referee thought that pretending he didn’t know what the manager was talking about would be a good idea! The whole incident was quickly descending into a farce so, although I would normally look to back up my referee, I
stepped in and ‘jogged his memory’ at which point he was able to recall what had
happened and, thankfully, held his hands up about having overreacted and advised the manager that his player had merely expressed his opinion and it was
more of a last-straw situation as he had taken a few comments from different
players during the match.
He later saw the player in the bar and they shook hands at that point with no
hard feelings. All sorted on the day so no follow-up letters of complaint winging
their way to the FA and a referee who has learnt a lesson about things not to do
on a football pitch.

Mike Coen
writing in Touchlines. the magazine of the Sutton Referees’ Society
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I qualified in 2006 with a Bsc(Hons) in Sports
Therapy, and immediately began working for Fulham FC 1st team. Around 18 months later I joined
Ashford Town FC and Ashford Hockey club as
their 1st team physio before moving onto Spelthorne Sports and Abbey Rangers in 2015.
As a result of my experience with sports clubs I
specialise in Sports injuries and returning injured
players to high levels of sporting activity.
My talk will be on the importance of warming up
and cooling down before and after games in order
to prevent injury.

Andy

Dick Sawden Smith asks in his article this month whether we, as referees, assistants or 4th officials should explain the laws of the game to players. The training
officer on my referees course back in the day always maintained it was not our
job to teach the players and it they don’t know the laws then its their tough luck.
As did Dick I also had the situation in a game whereby the defending team were
lined up along the goal half way line at a goal kick. The ball sailed over their
heads to the opposition forward who ran on down the pitch and scored. The defending captain turned to me and before he could say anything I just shrugged
and said “You can’t be offside at a corner, throw in or goal kick” Not another
word was said!
The other law which players don’t seem to be able to get their heads around is
that a throw in must be taken where the ball left the FOP. How many times does
a team take a quick throw way down in their own half when the ball actually went
out by the half way line, then look at you in amazement when you blow for a foul
throw. Once when I did this the manager said to me “You should have told
him” (the player) I said “ I would have done if he had asked” Which to be fair
players do often ask “ Where is it ref? “ as they start to wander along the touchline in an attempt to steal a few extra yards.
With the number of new laws and amendments this season I can see that a few
explanations will need be forthcoming. Any one had any problems?

Mac
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MURPHY’S MEANDERINGS
Did you hear about the player who got the red card for missing a goal? It happened during the friendly match between Chelsea and Los Angeles Aztecs early
in the 1979-80 season. Each programme for the match contained a twocoloured card. The idea was that when the referee, Tony Glasson, blew for a
foul, or spoke to a player, the fans would give their verdict by lifting the red side
if they thought the culprit should be sent off or the yellow if he ought to be cautioned. In the event nobody was actually cautioned but that didn’t stop the crowd
from raising the red card when Clive Walker missed a couple of good chances.
Written by Phil Shaw in an old referee’s magazine

1928
The first numbered football shirts were introduced (to general disapproval) by
Herbert Chapman, manager of Arsenal. His efforts to introduce floodlighting had
already met with difficulties. A great innovator, Chapman also championed the
introduction of “goal judges” to help the referee in deciding whether a player had
scored or not.
A Century of Sport – Daily Telegraph

Transfers
The transfer system was first approved by the Football League in 1890. It was
based on the system that already existed in America among professional baseball players in their National League which had been founded in 1871. The FA
tried to end transfer fees in 1894 and again in 1899, stating “the practice of buying and selling players is unsportsmanlike and most objectionable.” However,
the system continued despite an effort to at least impose a transfer limit of only
£10. In January 1908. The FA did in fact introduce a limit of £350, but it was so
easily abused it was withdrawn after less than four months.
Shoot Annual

Walking across the car park after refereeing a Western league match I was witness to a player getting his come-uppance from the highest football authority in
the land, the wife. I had sent the player off for foul and abusive language and as
I crossed to my car the player was standing with his wife and two young children. She was laying into him, shouting at him and telling how much money he
was wasting by continually being sent off or cautioned for getting involved with
referees. He said nothing, just kept looking at the ground. Eventually, she gave
up, got into the car, and drove off leaving him with two young children and looking totally bemused.

Tony Murphy
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MURPHY’S MEANDERINGS
I had been appointed linesman on a Football League match. I hadn’t worked with
the referee before and found him an introvert who kept his own counsel. He said
very little and when he did it was limited to just a few words. Consequently, there
were long periods of silence when nobody spoke which created a bit of an atmosphere and certainly time did not fly by.
By two thirty we were ready to go. It was about this time many referees gave their
instructions, usually taking ten minutes or so, but the referee showed no signs of
doing so. Time drifted on to two forty and I was becoming a bit concerned as I
liked to visit the toilet before I went out. At two fifty I could wait no more and went
to the toilet. As I came out the referee picked up the ball and said, “Right, let’s go.
Left wings both halves, and leave the penalty area to me, it’s mine.” With that he
turned and we followed him out of the dressing room.
For the first five minutes, play was in and around the home team’s penalty area at
the other end of the pitch. Then it suddenly switched to my half as the home team
initiated a fast counter attack. The attacker had the ball just outside the penalty
area on my diagonal when he was fouled and went down. I had the best view in
the stadium but I instinctively knew what was going to happen. I looked at the
referee who was in the centre circle in the other half of the pitch and a voice in my
head was screaming, “look at me”, as I slowly shook my head, hoping it would
send some sort of telepathic message to him. However, he blew his whistle and,
staring into the penalty area, gave a penalty. The defender was incensed but
there was nothing he or I could do but watch the home player score the only goal
of the game. Throughout the whole sequence of events the referee did not look,
or even glance at me, once.
It seemed as if the referee only wanted ball in and out of play and offside decisions as this was the only time he looked at me and when I gave a decision for
two fouls in front of me he overruled me each time by shouting play on and staring at me hard. I got the message.
Neither the incident, nor the match, was discussed either at half time or after the
game; in fact, nothing much was said at all, we just showered, changed and went
home. It was just another game to put down to experience.

Tony Murphy

Remembrance Sunday
Callum has bought a limited number of
“stick on” poppies for you to wear on
your referees shirt when you are
officiating over the Remembrance
weekend (9th/ 10th November)
Only £1.30 each
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HOW MUCH LAW SHOULD YOU EXPLAIN TO PLAYERS?
A season or so ago, at an RA meeting, I said that I always explained to players
that at a dropped ball, rather kick the ball to the opposing goalkeeper, they could
contest it. One member of that RA and an FA Tutor disagreed and insisted, ‘You
shouldn’t say anything’. But why? I remember refereeing a woman’s match
when I asked the players at a dropped ball, if they wanted to contest it? The
players looked at me with some incredulity. What did I mean? After I explained,
both sides wholeheartedly decided they wanted to contest it, rather than the inane kicking the ball to the goalkeeper.
I accept that there are situations when we should think carefully about what we
say to players about the Laws. I recall years ago in my senior football days,
when refereeing a cup tie at Wokingham Town’s ground, there was some illadvised action by one of the teams. Every time the opposing team had a goal
kick, their captain called his defenders to stand on the halfway line, leaving the
opposing forwards on their own behind them. When the goalkeeper booted the
ball over their heads to be chased by the forwards, the defending captain
screamed at my linesman, demanding he flagged them offside. It was only luck
and poor shooting by the forwards that no goals were scored but was It my duty
to tell the captain that you can’t be offside from a goal kick? If his ignorance lost
his team the match was that my problem? On the other hand, I was concerned
that if his language to my assistant got any worse, I might have to deprive his
team of his services. But again, was it up to me to prevent him being sent off?
Fortunately, the coach woke up to the situation and shouted out to his captain, to
stop his ill-informed and dangerous tactics.
However, I always remind the goalkeeper and the rest of the players at a penalty
kick, that it is not my whistle but the ball being kicked that restarts the game.
This, I explain, means they must wait for the kick before moving. They then have
no excuse for coming off the line or encroaching too early.
Also, I think that if we are asked for a clarification, we should reply, even if the
ball is in play. As an example, when defenders have miskicked a ball that has
finished up going towards their own goalkeeper, or it has been defected to him
by a teammate and the goalkeeper is unsure whether he can pick up the ball. I
wouldn’t shout out ‘you can pick it up’. However, if he looked at me and asked,
’can I pick it up?’, I would reply immediately, ‘yes you can’. Wouldn’t it be unfair
not to do so?
Let’s get bck to the dropped ball. As we all know, it’s a very different situation today, so what are we going to tell the surrounding players, in particular the kicker?
Perhaps that there is no longer any requirement to kick it to the goalkeeper.
(There never was of course) and that they are free to do what they like with the
ball. except score direct. Why do I think that may be necessary? In one semifinal of the Women’s World Cup, the referee did everything correctly but the
kicker still returned the ball to the goalkeeper. Mind you, I think that some referees have not got up to date, I have witnessed at a local match and at a Football
League match, where the referees pointed to the goalkeeper when dropping the
ball.
14

Although the dropped ball Is a very small part
of our responsibilities, here is a very sensible
improvement. The restart will take place
where the stoppage occurred. The control of
the ball remains with the team that had to relinquish it when play was stopped. I appreciate all referees have their own way of managing a game but I hope that most referees,
will think about it when the occasion arises,
and make sure the players are aware of the
changes.
Unless of course, like my FA Tutor colleague,
they believe it is not our job to explain the
Laws to players.

You must be joking!
•
•
•
•
•

My boss hates it when I shorten his name to Dick. Especially when his name
is Steve.
Scientists have found the reason why Geordies wear just T-Shirts in the middle of winter. It's all down to the "Y I" chromosome.
My parents made many sacrifices to pay for my education! I should however
point out that they were Druids.
If anyone has lost the end of a finger I've got a tip for you.
I've just started work as a litter collector. I asked if there was any training?
They said, "No, not really, you pick it up as you go along."

15
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Vague & Almost Resolved
Is it possible to produce anything at the moment that deals with refereeing and not
mention VAR? Probably not! It really doesn't matter whether you agree or disagree with the tongue in cheek headline, it is here for the foreseeable future. I
have listened to most of the for and against arguments and there is some merit in
all of them.
Of course players will look for a way to gain an advantage from the new system, it
has always been the case. From the four step rule, when goalkeepers took four
steps and then stood holding the ball for as long as the referee would allow, to the
decision to allow goal kicks to be taken from either side of the goal area so that
the restart of play could be speeded up. Not surprisingly goal keepers soon learnt
that there was nothing to stop them ambling from collecting a ball ten yards to the
right of the goal and strolling slowly to the left hand side of the goal area in order
to take the kick! Whatever IFAB come up with to "improve" the game it will always
be exploited by coaches and players for their own gain.
Having listened to Howard Webb talking to Rotherham RA and explain his vision
of VAR being used in MLS in America he paints a picture that VAR will be a useful
tool for professional football, and as Howard is head of VAR in America he is
unlikely to say anything else. There are naturally many teething troubles to address.
The Women's World Cup 2019 produced several contentious incidents. One of
the most controversial was the interpretation of handball. The way it was interpreted in the Women's World Cup in France was that if a ball struck an outstretched hand or arm, a penalty was awarded. The Premier League have said
that they will not interpret handball offences in the same way. Is it any wonder that
players and spectators are confused? The movement of goal keepers at the taking of a penalty kick is also to be interpreted differently in different competitions.
Players are already using VAR to try and "buy" penalties in the Premier League.
Offside is another area of debate. VAR is either offside or not, no argument, black
or white. Yet still there is debate as to when the ball was "actually" kicked and
when the player was the fraction of a centimetre offside that triggers the VAR
check. Changes in the law were supposedly brought in to give the advantage to
the attacking side. This does not seem to have done so.
Whatever new technology is introduced it will not stop personal opinions being
held and arguments in the pub after the game. Is controversy not part of the reason we enjoy football anyway. It seems to me that VAR has not stopped players
arguing with the referee, but given them another bone to chew. In the "good old
days" when a referee could move away from a player in order to take up his next
position, he is now stationary listening to his headset allowing discontented players the chance to gather around him questioning VAR. Is VAR going to help the
park referee at the weekend? No! Will it give TV pundits something else to argue
about? Yes! Am I for or against it? The jury is still out!!
Courtesy of The Last Word , Sheffield and Hallamshire RA. Editor Mal Dodd
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The Throw In
A couple of seasons ago I was an observer at a step 7 game. Blues were attacking and the ball went over the touchline and behind the low one barred perimeter
fence for a throw in. The ball had crossed the touch line at a 90 degree angle for
a short distance of about 4 yards. The red player jumped over the barrier picked
up the ball, and seeing a team mate in a good attacking position, threw it correctly according to Law 15 back onto the field of play, it entered the field of play
at the same point where it had left. The referee stopped play and ordered the
throw to be retaken. In debrief I asked why he had done this and he replied
something along the lines of "Well he can't do that." I asked why not as no law
had been broken.
Procedure
At the moment of delivering the ball, the thrower must:
•
stand facing the field of play
•
have part of each foot on the touchline or on the ground outside the touchline
•
throw the ball with both hands from behind and over the head from the
point where it left the field of play
•
All opponents must stand at least 2 m (2 yds) from the point on the touchline where the throw-in is to be taken.
I later checked competition rules and there was no mention of whether throw ins
must be taken in front of the barrier.
I took this incident back to my LRA and it produced animated discussion. There
were three outcomes put forward:1. No action
2. Retake
3. Foul throw
It was generally agreed that a referee could give
any of these and not be questioned by players on
the day. The question was asked, what if, as at
some grounds, there is only a barrier on one side
of the field of play. Is it one decision at one side of
the field of play and another on the opposite one.
The laws of the game do not say that you have to
stand on the touchline, but only on the touchline or
on the ground behind it. Providing that the ball
comes back into play at the point it left then law
has been adhered to. I am still of the opinion that I
am correct and yes I chickened out in the observation and made no written mention of the incident.
What would you do?
Courtesy of The Last Word , Sheffield and Hallamshire RA. Editor Mal Dodd
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VAR: Premier League referee chief Mike Riley admits
four mistakes this season
Riley: "We are constantly learning. On these occasions, the judgement should
have been that it was a clear and obvious error"
The examples, which include Fabian Schar's equaliser for Newcastle against
Watford and Leicester midfielder Youri Tielemans' apparent stamp on Bournemouth's Callum Wilson, were discussed in Thursday's meeting of Premier
League shareholders.
The other two errors were the referee's decision not to award Manchester City a
penalty when Jefferson Lerma stood on David Silva's foot in the Bournemouth
box and a decision not to give West Ham a penalty when Sebastien Haller was
brought down by Norwich's Tom Trybull.
VAR in the Premier League
•
227 - Incidents checked by VAR
•
6 - On-field decisions changed
•
10 - Decisions that should have been overturned
Riley, the managing director of the elite refereeing body, PGMOL told Sky Sports
News: "We are learning as we go along and we are constantly improving.
"Out of the four match rounds, there have been some really good examples
where we have intervened. There have been six incidents where VAR has advised the referee and we have got a better decision as a result.”
"There were four incidents where VAR didn't intervene and had they done, we
would have a better understanding of the role VAR plays in the game. [The mistakes] are all about the judgement of VAR and the process that we adopt.”
"These are examples where VAR could have had a benefit and intervened to
help the referee on the day."
When pressed on why those mistakes were made, Riley added:
"A combination of factors. That is the fascinating thing as this project evolves, we
are constantly learning”
“We are trying not to disrupt the flow of the game but on these occasions, the
judgement should have been that it was a clear and obvious error.”
"One of the really positive things about the first four match rounds has been the
quality of on-field performances”
"All the referees have incorporated the things we need to do with VAR into their
refereeing while still focusing on making real-time decisions."
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This is a frank admission from the official in charge of Premier League referees.
He sat in front of the most powerful figures in English football and admitted: "VAR
got it wrong." He left the hotel and highlighted his own referees' errors on Sky
Sports News. Many officials would have ducked interviews but Riley faced it head
on.
Let's not be too dramatic. There were four mistakes from nearly 230 checks,
fewer than two percent. Riley admits his officials are "learning" and patience is
the name of the game. On six occasions, VARs have overturned a decision. The
general feeling is that VARs have helped referees, as they were intended to do.
VARs never promised to be perfect but supporters have high expectations. Nobody wants to be on the receiving end of a poor decision. Some critics will continue to argue that if VARs don't correct clear and obvious errors, and only makes
matters worse, what is the point in having it?
But, by admitting errors, Riley will hope to move on from them. He knows the
pressure is on and VAR is in the spotlight for every game. He can't change the
past but his guidance can help shape future decisions. Let's see how his referees
react in this weekend's games.
Sky Sports News 13/9/19 via Mal Davis

AshTaxis
6 Seater Taxi
Airports , Docks, Social Functions

Competitive Prices
24 hours by appointment
Contact —Colin Barnett on
Tel.
01252 328957
Fax
01252 654811
Mob 07831 404 066
E-mail cbarnett5978184@aol.com
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FA Cup 2nd Qualifying Round Lewes v Bowers and Pitsea
A/R : Derrick Laing
Margate FC vs Concord Rangers FC
Ref: Andy Bennett
FA Cup 3rd Qualifying Round
Haringey Borough FC v Cray Wanderers FC
Referee : Tom Ellsmore
Canvey Island FC v Bowers & Pitsea FC
Referee : Jonathan Creswick
Kings Langley FC v Corinthian-Casuals FC
Referee : Andy Bennett
Havant & Waterlooville FC v Hadley FC
A/R Shawn Barclay
FA Cup Preliminary Round Hythe & Dibden v Kidlington
A/R : Roy Lawrence
FA Vase Second Qualifying Round Knaphill v Tunbridge Wells
Referee : David Payne
FA Vase Raynes Park Vale Vs Walton & Hersham
Referee : Callum Peter
FA Trophy Extra Preliminary Round Bracknell Town v Coggeshall Town
A/R : David Payne
FA Youth Cup 1st Qualifying Round Chipstead v Walton & Hersham
Referee : David Payne
FA Youth Cup 2nd Qualifying Round Knaphill v Three Bridges
Referee : David Payne
FA Youth Cup Badshot Lea v Whitstable Town
A/R : Roy Lawrence
Walton Casuals v Sutton Common
A/R ; Gareth Heighes

Surrey Senior County Cup
Dorking Wanderers Vs Abbey
Rangers
Referee : Andy Bennett
A/R : Callum Peter

Farnborough Vs Kings Langley
Referee : Callum Peter
AR : David Payne
Women's FA Cup Fulham Foundation Vs Mole ValleyReferee : Callum Peter
AR : Will Siegmund
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It’s a Knockout !
Concussion subs look set to be introduced to soccer in 2021 after UEFA President Aleksander Ceferin said that he feared Jan Vertonghen might die when he
was sent back on to play after a blow to the head against Ajax in the Champions League semi-final. Though tests showed club doctors were correct in their
handling and followed the right procedures, the image of the Tottenham defender throwing up and stumbling after having resumed play alarmed many. He
was subsequently substituted in the game in April.
Ceferin sympathised with the Tottenham doctors and says that club medics
have been put in an impossible situation by being asked to assess whether a
player is concussed within minutes. He will now push for FIFA and the British
Football Associations, who as the International Football Association Board decides on rule changes, to introduce a change in time for the 2020-2021 season.
As in Rugby Union, football would allow a temporary substitute to come on for
10 minutes to allow a doctor more time to complete a head injury assessment.
Ceferin said: "After Vertonghen's situation I was scared something would happen, because it was clear when he came back that he didn't feel well. He could
die there. We will have discussions with FIFA about it to change the Laws of
the Game. Assessment is easier (in 10 mins). Now it is crazy. And you can die
because of that."
UEFA will push for concussion substitutes to be on the IFAB agenda next year.
"I don't see it as a problem" said Ceferin. "FIFA is also interested in solving this
issue. If something were to happen, we would regret it forever".
Though some have suggested clubs might seek to exploit the temporary substitute rule. Ceferin says any advantage would be minimal and is unimportant
given players' health is at stake. "What is more important?” he said. "You have
to do something and, if it helps one out of a million players, you did everything
you could. The rule change wouldn't influence the game, change the game, or
make it less interesting”. How it will move - FIFA is very interested in this.
Written by Rob Draper for The Mail on Sunday 12.6.19; and spotted in The
Chiltern Referee

Andy Capp—spotted in Touchlines
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From whistles to watches,
flags to record cards, shirts to
socks, Callum’s got the lot.
Help support the society and
make sure you give Callum a
call for all your refereeing needs
callumpeter@gmail.com

07951 425179

Price List
Score pads- £1.50
Referee cards set- £1.50
Referee cards- 50p each
Pump- £3.50
Pressure gage- £3.50
Pump needle- £1.50
Lanyards - £3
Flags- £4.50
Woking RA Polo Shirt - £12
Woking RA Hoodie - £18
Surrey FA badge- £4
Referee socks- £2.50
Various Donated Nike Referee Kit and Training Gear
(make me an offer)
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Adie’s Piles are Diminishing
As I write this article we are 3 weeks into the new season, the 4th and 5th Saturdays are appointed and the Referees have been notified of their games. It is
rather interesting to see that some clubs are already ‘showing their colours’ to
which my graphs are indicating who the main offenders are. The ‘Sin-Bin’ system
appears to be having an effect with clubs taking their own actions with offenders
by substituting them as soon as the allocated 10 minute suspension accrues. I
will be closely monitoring to see if there is a reduction in dissent as I have comprehensive evidence going back over many years.
A few Referees are being somewhat lax in sending me their Referee Match Reports. This is a small minority but it is imperative that I receive these reports by
the following Wednesday at the latest as I have to update the websites and update my databases. More importantly the respective disciplinary secretary’s require the fines in before the next games so I have a busy few nights work on behalf of the Leagues.
My log pile is slowly diminishing as I ‘attack’ the logs with my trusty chainsaw
and splitting maul. I have read that we are to prepare for another ‘beast from the
east’ at some point. As the forecasters cannot predict the following day with any
accuracy I am not holding my breath but it does well to be prepared. There are
now several log piles scattered around the garden seasoning beautifully.
My other hobby of woodcraft is going well. My current project is a sewing box for
my eldest son’s fiancé. I obtained some beautiful oak and thought that it would
be ideal material for what I had in mind. Also, I am now in possession of a dovetailing jig. Although it takes a bit of setting up the results are very satisfying and
the basics of the box sides are complete and fitted together. As she is Hungarian
I have decided to put a tulip design on the lid (the tulip is the national flower of
Hungary) and will start to router the shape when I have cut the required pieces
from the other wood I have.
With the autumn now with us I am starting to make and enjoy some really savoury casseroles for our dinners. This is more complex than it sounds as I cannot use jars or packets
of casserole mixes as Diane is ‘garlic intolerant’.
Even small amounts of powdered garlic have an
effect which, if you think about it, is not that surprising. After all, her mother cannot pass through a
doorway that has garlic flowers around it as well as
being unable to cross running water after midnight.
Enjoy your games and keep the availability coming.

Adie
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Referees Wanted
for the

Farnham & District Sunday
Veterans League

If you are interested
Please call
Colin on 01252 328 953
Or Linda on 01276 512 735

Advice on the prevention of
Stalking and Harassmentment
Hamish Brown MBE
Retired Scotland Yard Detective Inspector
UK’s leading authority on stalking and harassment. Hamish has been
personally requested by high profile individuals and organisations to:
Advice and Lecture on this specialist subject
Website: www.hamishbrownmbe.com
Email: Hamish@hamishbrownmbe.com
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Willy the ‘Red Card’ Referee
VAR – Virtually Absolutely Rubbish
League:
Teams:
Kick-off:
Thought for the day:

Division Three - Sunday Park League (North)
Clockwork Casuals -v- Reds Rovers
Surprisingly on time
Preparation is key

Having previous experience of being appointed to Clockwork Casuals fixtures it
was a joy and pleasure to enter their club house and see all their players present. For away fixtures famously late but for home fixtures here they all were
nicely relaxed watching the early kick off on the large screen televisions. One in
each corner of the club house. They offered me a cup of tea which I duly accepted and sat in the corner by myself to watch the Premier League fixture that
was being shown.
Suddenly a loud cheer as the away team scored. I watched on the large screen
as their fans celebrated deliriously. What a well taken goal I thought to myself.
Then the referee places his hand over his ear piece and we wait for the VAR
check. Whilst we all wait and watch several camera angles we notice the slightest of touches as one of the forwards appears to make the most minimal contact
with one of the defenders. In ‘real’ time no one even noticed this and now having
watched the incident about five times from different angles I was totally convinced this was not a foul and had no effect on the goal being awarded. Even the
player who had received the alleged ‘push’ said nothing.
The large screen then flashes ‘No goal’. VAR has spoken. No one but no one
noticed the contact but the goal is VAR disallowed for the ‘push’. Now it is the
turn of the home team supporters to go delirious and scream and shout as if they
have actually scored a goal. Since the introduction of VAR whether a goal is
scored or VAR ‘disallowed’ it appears to be the same reaction for the crowd.
Who would have thought a ‘disallowed’ goal would give such a reaction?
Would I appreciate VAR on one of my matches? Is VAR showing referees in a
‘bad light’ as ‘errors’ that no one has perhaps even noticed are now highlighted?
•
I would be happy for VAR to confirm if the ball has entered the goal or
not.
•
I would be happy for VAR to confirm whether or not a player was offside
if this led to a goal
•
I would not be happy to be VAR informed if I had missed a minimal contact push on the half way line
My first point is really ‘goal line technology’ so VAR would not be necessary in
this instance but the second point would be great support for the local grassroots
referee who has no assistants and has to make every decision by themselves.
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It also takes too long for a VAR decision to be made plus the reason a goal is
allowed or disallowed is not fully explained. Can you imagine if I took the same
amount of time for my match today?
The match would last for over two hours and the lovely hot food being cooked
back in the club house kitchen would be burnt! Who wants to eat a burnt sausage?! I certainly don’t!
Why are we unable to be shown what the referee is looking at? It should not be
a secret.
It appears many leagues around the country do not have enough referees to
cover all the matches. Are the F.A doing enough to persuade people to take up
the whistle? It appears quite clearly the answer is a resounding ‘No!’
We have far more ‘veterans’ teams and leagues than ever before and that is
great. This means the players reach around 35 years of age and perhaps might
become a referee but now the appeal to continue playing is a better option to
many.
Likewise more youngsters attend basic referee courses than ever before. They
are honest and most admit they have become a referee for the money.
Sometimes just one incident usually caused by parent’s bad behaviour and the
young referee is lost to the game forever. Sad but true.

Willy ‘The Red Card ‘Ref

The Clock Watchers
Match:
League:
Kick-off:
Thought for the day:

Real El Classico -v- Clockwork Casuals
Division Three - Sunday Park League (North)
Late
It’s good to be punctual

The match had not even began and I was having issues. The away team who
had a reputation for arriving late were being true to form and as per usual for
the match this morning they were again running late. If only the Clockwork
Casuals players bothered to check the time!
The kick off was scheduled for 10.30. The home team were all ready on the
pitch and ready to start play. The time was now 10.42 before the first car with
Casuals players finally arrived. Their manager said ‘Don’t worry ref, the others are on their way and will be here shortly’.
The second car arrived five minutes later and I asked the Casuals why they
were not in the changing room getting ready. ‘Sorry ref but the kit is in the
other car. They should be here soon.’ Funny that when a team are running
late the kit is always in the last car to arrive!
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So now running twenty minutes late the Casuals inform me they will be ready to
start in another five minutes as they want a warm up and kick about and also
that they will be starting with ten players. I told them politely ‘We are late
enough as it is so I shall be starting the game now and can I please have
their team sheet’. Naturally they had not written out any names on their team
sheet and this delayed proceedings another five minutes.
Casuals were aware they would be fined for the late kick off but did not seem
too bothered. Finally 10.55 and I blew my whistle to start the game.
I noticed the final Casuals players arriving but they did not emerge from the
changing rooms for another fifteen minutes.
I know all referees are neutral but to be honest the Casuals nonchalant attitude
had annoyed me. Most teams make the effort to arrive in good time so why
should Clockwork Casuals be any different?
It was seventeen minutes into the game and I was secretly delighted that the
Casuals were losing 3-0. The manager shouted to me that he wanted to bring a
player on. I looked over and saw the player was their ‘star’ player, their leading
goal scorer and also the league’s leading goal scorer. This was a very good
player and a player who could make a difference to the result today. This is
where the confusion started.
The player waiting to enter the field of play was on the team sheet but recorded
as one of the named substitutes.
I asked the manager ‘What player is coming off?’
He replied ‘What do you mean, whose coming off. We have ten players on
the pitch so he can come on. This will bring us to eleven on the pitch so
what is the problem?’
I explained a named substitute can enter but a player must then leave the field
of play. The manager explained he had hurried to write out the team sheet and
had mistakenly entered the player as a substitute. He added ‘This is not the
Premier League. Does it matter?’
This had never happened to me before but I felt that I was correct. The player
entered the pitch but one of their ten players had to be substituted. Five minutes
later another player came on but he was one of the named eleven players to
start the match. Casuals now finally had their eleven players.
The Clockwork Casuals super striker went on to score four goals but Real El
Classico won the match 5-4. I was smiling!
Was I correct? What would you have done?

Willy ‘The Red Card ‘Ref
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Finished
So, you’ve written your report on the Observation you had that Saturday afternoon, but is it complete or is it finished? No dictionary definition has ever been
able to satisfactorily define the difference between ‘complete’ and ‘finished’.
However, during a recent linguistic conference attended by some of the greatest linguists in the world (your Favourite Reporter wasn’t invited!!), the chairman was asked to make that very distinction.
The question put to him by a colleague in the erudite audience was this: “Some
say there is no difference between ‘complete’ and ‘finished’ – please explain
the difference in a way that is easy to understand”. The chairman’s response,
which received a five-minute standing ovation, was this: “When you marry the right woman, you are complete. If you marry the wrong
woman you are finished. And, if the right one catches you with the wrong one,
you are completely finished”!!
(Acknowledgements to Nick, writing without surname in Village Life, a bimonthly community news magazine).

Mike Coventry
The Lads Night Out
The other night I was invited out for a night with the “lads”
from my referees’ society. I told my wife I would be home by
midnight. “I promise!” Well, the hours passed and the beers
went down too easy. Around 3 am and a bit worse for wear,
I headed home. Just as I got to the door, the cuckoo clock
in the hall started up and cuckooed 3 times. Quickly, realising my wife would probably wake up, I cuckooed another 9
times. I was really proud of myself for coming up with such
a quick-witted solution, in order to escape a possible conflict
with her.
(Even when totally smashed …

3 cuckoos plus 9 cuckoos = MIDNIGHT)

The next morning my wife asked me what time I got in, and I told her “Midnight”.
She didn’t seem at all concerned. Whew! Got away with that one! The she said,
“We need a new cuckoo clock”. When I asked her why she said, “Well, last night
our clock cuckooed 3 times, then said, “Oh … s..t”, cuckooed 4 more times,
cleared its throat, cuckooed another 3 times, belched, cuckooed twice more,
then tripped over the coffee table and farted!”
(Trevor Weaver from the AFA Argus, November 2006)
The above 2 articles courtesy of the Chiltern Referee
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What Would Yoy u Do ? Answers to Septembers Issue
Question 1. During a substitution, a manager changes his mind about substituting a player, and wants to bring that substituted player back on again. What
would you do?
A1. Once the sub has entered the FoP, the player who has come off can take no
further part.
Question 2. The home side score two minutes into the second half. You give the
goal, but as you go to record the scorer’s name, you realise to your horror, that
the home side must have made a substitution at half time, and the sub is the
scorer. What would you do?
A2. The game has not restarted, so you can change your decision. Disallow the
goal. Caution the sub for entering the FoP without your permission. Get him to
leave the FoP so that the substitution can be completed correctly. The subbed
player had correctly left the FoP at half time, so no caution is required.
Question 3. You have made a string of controversial decisions. The home
crowd is getting more and more upset with you, and start chanting, “You don’t
know what you are doing”. After a prolonged period of chanting you become
aware that all the coaching staff and players on the home bench are on their feet
too, enthusiastically joining in. What would you do?]
A3. Speak to the senior person on the bench (usually the manager) and send
him to the stand. Inform him you will report the incident. Warn the remaining occupants that if there is no improvement you will issue further sanctions.
Question 4. A scuffed shot takes a wicked deflection off a pitch sprinkler nozzle
which has somehow popped out of the ground just outside the goal area. The
ball’s change of direction completely wrong foots the goalkeeper and the ball
ends up flying into the net. What would you do?
A4.
Disallow the goal. Get groundsmen to deal with sprinkler. Restart with
dropped ball where contact was made. Sprinkler isn't part of the fabric of the
game, so must be treated as an outside agent.
Question 5. A Red attacker shoots and the ball bursts when it strikes the crossbar and rolls onto the roof of the net. What would you do?
A5. Restart with a dropped ball on the 6-yard line.
Question 6. You award a corner kick to Reds. When taking the corner kick, the
Red player slips and kicks the ball only a few inches. He picks it up, places it
again but then mis-kicks it over the goal line. What would you do?
A6. Give a direct free kick for handball (ball was initially in play).
Question 7. The Red goalkeeper attempts to release the ball with an over-arm
throw to a colleague. A Blue opponent, immediately in front of him, jumps causing the ball to hit the opponent’s head and drop between the two players. What
would you do?
A7. Give an indirect free kick; the keeper was prevented from releasing the ball
from his hands.
Courtesy of The Chiltern Referee
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WARBLER REFERENCE GUIDE
THE FOOTBALL ASSOCIATION
www.TheFA.com

Wembley Stadium, Wembley, London HA9 0WS
0800 169 1863

FA Refereeing Department
National Managers
“name”@theFA.com

Neale Barry ; Head of Senior Referee Development

Surrey County Football Association
www.surreyfa.com

Meadowbank Football Ground, Mill Lane, Dorking
Surrey, RH4 1DX 01372 384190

Referee Development Officer

Tim Lawrence

The Referees’ Association
www.the-ra.org
contact@the-ra.org
Tel 024 7642 0360

1c Bagshaw Close
Ryton on Dunsmore
Warwickshire
CV8 3EX

Surrey County Referees Association
Honorary Secretary

Brian Reader 01483 480651
ramblingref@gmail.com

Guildford & Woking Alliance League
Referees’ Secretary

Adrian Freeman 01483 894351 / 07814 516911
A.freeman@homecall.co.uk

Surrey County Intermediate League
(Western) Referees’ Secretary

Adrian Freeman 01483 894351 / 07814 516911
A.freeman@homecall.co.uk

Suburban League
Assistant Referees’ Secretary

Dave Goater
dave.gosubrefs@outlook.com

Combined Counties League
Assistant Referees’ Secretary

Philip Nash 07951 415046
assistantreferees@combinrdcountiesleague.co.uk

Southern Youth League
Assistant Referees’ Secretary

Nick Clark

Camberley & District Sunday League
Referees’ Secretary

Richard Harris 07708 813978 (m),
richard@harris-net.co.uk

Surrey & Hants Border Sunday League
Referees’ Secretary

Bob Dick 07803 007233
bobmdick@btinternet..com

Farnham & District Sunday League
Referees’ Secretary

Colin Barnett 01252 328953
cbarnett5978184@aol.com

01372 387094

Surrey Elite Intermediate Football League Richard Brum 07956 185602
richard.brum@sky.com
Referees’ Secretary
Surrey Youth League
Referees’ Secretary

referees@wsyl.org.uk

Surrey Primary League
Referees Secretary

Tim Wilson / Mo Sher
referees@surreyprimaryleague.com

Middlesex County FA
Www.middlesexFA.com

39/41 Roxborough Rd Harrow,
Middlesex, HA1 1NS 0208 515 1919

Hampshire County FA
Www.hampshireFA.com

Winklebury Football Complex, Winklebury Way
Basingstoke, RG23 8BF 01256 853000

Berks and Bucks County FA
Www.berksandbucksFA.com
London FA
Www.londonFA.com

1, Kimber Road, Abingdon, Oxfordshire, OX14 1SG
Tel: 01235 558450
11, Hurlingham Business Park, Sulivan Rd Fulham
London SW6 3DU 0870 774 3010

